The AGSM International Business Strategy in Asia elective

- An innovative strategic management study experience...
- An unforgettable travel and educational experience...
- Lasting friendships...

Like to find out more about this exciting MBA international management study elective...?

Then come along to our first International Business Strategy Information Session to be held on **Thursday March 24th** from 6:00pm to 8:30pm at the **AGSM Building**, Gate 11 Botany Street, Randwick UNSW.

Hear from students who have undertaken this groundbreaking subject in 2009 & 2010 - sharing their reflections and memories of their studies and travels, and outlining how the elective subject has enhanced their insight into new successful business practises in the emerging Asian powerhouse economies of China, Singapore, Hong Kong and India. Find out about our plans for 2011 as we look to further enhance the innovative IBSA study timetable and travel schedule.

We will also have a guest speaker, **Mr Rory Medcalf**, Director of the International Security Program at the Lowy Institute and Senior Research Fellow in Indian Strategic Affairs at UNSW, talking about opportunities arising from the growth of the Indian economy, and the value of undertaking courses like IBSA for Australian based executives.

So do not miss out on this informative, inspirational and fun event. You can reserve your spot by following this registration link RSVP by COB March 11th.

For more information about this event, contact **Kanami Torii** on (02) 9931 9400 or email studentexperience@agsm.edu.au.

Follow the links to also find out more about our IBSA elective, the work of **Rory Medcalf** and the Lowy Institute.